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Abstract: Mangroves buffer metals transfer to coastal areas though strong accumulation 
in sediments making necessary to investigate metals’ bioavailability to plants at the 
rhizosphere. This work evaluates the effect of mangrove root activity, through iron 
plaque formation, on the mobility of iron and copper its influence on metals’ uptake, and 
translocation through simultaneous histochemical analysis. The Fe2+ and Fe3+ contents 
in porewaters ranged from 0.02 to 0.11 µM and 1.0 to 18.3 µg.l-1, respectively, whereas Cu 
concentrations were below the method’s detection limit (<0.1 µM). In sediments, metal 
concentrations ranged from 12,800 to 39,500 µg.g-1 for total Fe and from 10 to 24 µg.g-1 
for Cu. In iron plaques, Cu concentrations ranged from 1.0 to 160 µg.g-1, and from 19.4 
to 316 µg.g-1 in roots. Fe concentrations were between 605 to 36,000 µg.g-1 in the iron 
plaques and from 2,100 to 62,400 µg.g-1 in roots. Histochemical characterization showed 
Fe3+ predominance at the tip of roots and Fe2+ in more internal tissues. A. schaueriana 
showed significant amounts of Fe in pneumatophores and evident translocation of this 
metal to leaves and excretion through salt glands. Iron plaques formation was essential 
to the Fe and Cu regulation and translocation in tissues of mangrove plants. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Waterlogged soils submit plants to suboxic or 
anoxic conditions at the rhizosphere level that 
can lead to the accumulation of reduced forms of 
toxic substances. As a response, plants transfer 
and exude oxygen at the root level (Radial 
Oxygen Loss - ROL), oxidizing chemical species 
and decreasing their toxicity to the plant (Pi et 
al. 2011, Cheng et al. 2010, 2020, Nath et al. 2013). 
The development of extensive aerenchyma 
tissue in the roots facilitates ROL by reducing 
the diffusive resistance to the longitudinal 
transport of gases from the aerial parts to the 
roots and decreasing the oxygen demand per 
unit of volume, naturally promoting a greater 

supply of oxygen to the apical ends of the 
roots (Colmer 2003). ROL induces precipitation 
of iron as Fe3+-oxides, forming iron plaques 
covering the surface of roots that act as a 
barrier by immobilizing toxic metals dissolved in 
porewaters and reducing their uptake by plants. 
ROL increases plant tolerance to flooding and to 
changes in physical-chemical parameters (pH, 
Eh, dissolved oxygen) of soils and porewaters, 
affecting nutrients and trace metals availability 
(Hu et al. 2007, Cheng et al. 2015, Pi et al. 2011).

Mangroves are considered sources and/
or sinks of chalcophiles trace metals that 
precipitate and accumulate in sediments as 
sulfides, a product of the sulfate reduction 
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metabolism typical of these ecosystems. At the 
root level, however, oxidation of sulfides by ROL 
may dissociate metal sulfides and release metals 
to porewaters that can either be re-precipitated 
on iron plaques or complexed with dissolved 
organic compounds and eventually exported 
to adjacent waters (Lacerda et al. 2022). On the 
other hand, ROL also induces the formation of 
poorly crystalline iron minerals, that at least in 
part, may enhance metal bioavailability (Araújo 
et al. 2016).

The definitive role of mangroves as sink 
or source of metals will depend on the site-
specific physical chemical characteristics and 
of the different mangrove species colonizing the 
site, since different mangrove species promotes 
different changes in sediment and porewater 
chemistry (Lacerda et al. 1993). The genera 
Rhizophora and Avicennia are the most widely 
distributed mangroves worldwide. In Brazil, 
R. mangle and A. schaueriana are the most 
dominant species along the entire mangrove 
distribution. Both develop highly dense and 

complex root systems and have shown to 
strongly affect soil biogeochemistry (Lacerda et 
al. 1993, 2022). 

This work aims to evaluate the effect of 
the mangrove root activity and the presence 
of iron plaques on the biogeochemistry and 
bioavailability of Fe and Cu and their distribution 
in roots and leaves of the species R. mangle and 
A. schaueriana, the dominant mangrove trees 
in the northeastern Brazil, in the Jaguaribe river 
estuary, the largest mangrove area among river 
estuaries draining at the semiarid coast, and 
where metal emissions are on the rise due to 
anthropogenic sources.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area and sampling
The studied mangrove in the Jaguaribe river 
estuary (4° 26’ S and 37° 47’ W) (Figure 1) is 
under a hot semiarid climate, with average 
annual rainfall of 764 mm, occurring mostly 
from January to May, and temperatures varying 

Figure 1. Thematic map and 
location map of the Jaguaribe 
River estuary, NE Brazil, with 
a focus on urban areas and 
larger shrimp farming areas, 
mangrove sampling site is 
marked by a star.
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between 26°C and 28°C. During the study period 
(2016-2017) an extreme drought period lowered 
annual rainfall to 506 mm compared to the 
historical mean of 794 mm (FUNCEME 2022). 
The estuary has a length of 36 km, is under a 
semidiurnal tidal regime with highest amplitude 
of 2.8 m and occupies an area of approximately 
3,050 km² with total water flux varying from 22 to 
57 m3.s-1 (Dias et al. 2018). Major drivers of metal 
contamination to the estuary are intensive 
shrimp aquaculture, covering about 3,040 ha 
in the middle and upper estuary, responsible 
by c.a. 12% of the national shrimp production, 
where the chronic use of Cu-bearing aquafeeds 
and fertilizers causes anomalous Cu contents 
in water and sediments of adjacent mangroves 
(Lacerda et al. 2006). Two medium size cities 
(Aracati and Fortim) and several small villages, 
totaling about 100,00 inhabitants, with only 
partial treatment of wastewaters and urban 
solid wastes (Marins et al. 2020) (Figure 1), 
also contribute to Cu emissions. The studied 
site is a fringe mangrove forest composed by 
Rhizophora mangle and Avicennia schaueriana, 
and sparsely distributed shrubs of Laguncularia 
racemosa. The three species are mixed and 
show no zonation in the studied forest. The 
taxonomic identification of the mangrove plants 
was done through morphological characteristics 
of the root system and leaf anatomy following 
Tomlinson (1986).

At the sampling station, two sediment cores 
(S1 and S2 about 10 m apart) were collected 
using acrylic tubes of 4.0 and 5.7 cm in diameter 
to a depth of 60 cm, which includes the layer 
of maximum root biomass as observed in most 
mangroves (Ong Che 1999, Chakraborty et al. 
2015) and guarantee the recovery of the first 
50 cm of sediments usually proposed by Blue 
Carbon Protocols and therefore, being globally 
comparable (Howard et al. 2014). Two additional 
acrylic tubes were used for quantitatively 

collecting roots of R. mangle and A. schaueriana 
for analysis. Leaves from 10 trees of each species 
were also sampled. All sediment sampling and 
measurements were performed in duplicate. 
Five porewater collectors consisted of a PVC tube 
with a ceramic cap attached, with approximate 
pore size of 0.7 mm, were inserted at depths of 0 
cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 30 cm, 40 cm and 50 cm in the 
sediment. Vacuum was created by hand pumps 
and the tubes left for 5 hours. Vacuum was verified 
and corrected every 1 h. After, porewaters were 
extracted directly from the tubes with syringes 
and Nalgene® flexible tubes and immediately 
frozen in ice, thus avoiding significant changes 
in porewater physical-chemical characteristics 
(Supplementary Material Figure S1). 

Porewaters and sediment treatment and 
analysis
Temperature, pH and Eh were obtained directly 
from the collection tubes with the aid of a 
portable pH meter (Hanna Instruments, model 
HI98121) to avoid contact of the sample with the 
atmosphere and not compromise the samples 
for the analysis of Fe speciation in porewaters 
due to oxygenation. Quantification of Fe 
fractions (dissolved Fe2+ and particulate Fe3+) in 
porewaters followed Viollier et al. (2000). For 
Fe+2 quantification, 100 to 200 ml of Ferrozine 
(acid monosodium salt hydrate of 3 - (2-pyridyl) 
-5,6-diphenyl-1,2,4-triazine-p, p’-disulfonic 
acid) were added in the vials immediately 
after collection in the proportion of 10% of the 
sample volume, the stable magenta complex 
formed were spectrophotometric quantified 
at wavelength 562 nm, at pH between 4.0 
and 9.0. Subsequently, a reducing agent (1,4M 
hydroxylamine hydrochloride) and a buffer (30% 
ammonium hydroxide) were added to determine 
the total Fe in the sample. Samples were stored 
in amber bottles and analyzed immediately 
after arrival at the laboratory. All materials that 
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came into contact with the samples were pre-
washed with acid (1 N HCl) and left from 24 h in a 
Extran® bath solution. The detection limit of the 
method was 0.2 µM. The concentrations of Cu 
in porewaters, however, could not be detected 
by the atomic spectrophotometric method used 
and were always below the detection limit (<0.1 
µM).

Sediment cores were sectioned in samples 
of 1 cm thickness (Figure S1), each sample was 
analyzed for grain size, by sieving and weighing 
fractions, total organic carbon (TOC), iron (Fe) 
and copper (Cu) concentrations. Sediments 
TOC contents were quantified by adding 5.0 
mL of K2Cr2O

7 (0.167 mol L-1 solution) and 10 mL 
of concentrated H2SO4 to 0.1 g dried sediment 
in 100 ml glass vials.  Vials were taken to a 
preheated digester block at 170 oC for 30 min. 
After colling extracts were transferred to an 
Erlenmeyer titrated with Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2.6H2O 0.2 
mol. L-1 (Mohr Salt) (Yeomans & Bremner 1988).

Sub-samples were oven-dried at 50°C 
to constant weight, sieved and macerated. 
Approximately 0.3 g of dried samples were 
digested with 10 ml of a 50% aqua-regia solution 
(4H2O:3HCl:1HNO3) in a Mars Xpress (CEM 
Corporation) microwave digester. Quantification 
of Fe and Cu was performed by Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometry (AAS), in AA-6200 Shimadzu 
spectrophotometer using 1,000 µg L-1 standard 
solutions (Merck®). Reference standard, NIST 
1646A estuarine sediment was simultaneously 
analyzed for precision of the methods.

The limit of detection (LD) is the smallest 
analyte mass possible to be quantified and 
statistically different from the method’s blanks 
at a confidence level of 99%. The calculated LD 
(based on a Student’s t-distribution) for sample 
blanks (n = 7) is multiplied by the factor of 3.14 
(USEPA 2000). When blank absorbances were 
lower than the detection limit of the equipment, 
LD was calculated using Excel 2010 function 

“EpadYX” of the different metal concentration 
and absorbance. As such, for sediments, Fe 
mean LD was 4.04 ± 0.01 μg.g-1, and the mean 
reference standard recovery was 88 ± 11 %. 
Cu mean LD was 0.2 ± 0.1 μg.g-1 and the mean 
reference standard recovery was 89 ± 7 %.

Plants treatment and analysis
Cores used for roots sampling were immediately 
frozen and then transported to the laboratory, 
after extraction from the mangrove soil. When 
thawed, roots were washed twice with reverse 
osmosis distilled water to remove sediment 
particles adhered to root surfaces. After washing, 
roots were freeze dried for 4 days and stored in 
previously acid-washed (1N HCL) glass jars until 
analysis, for biomass quantification and total Fe 
and Cu concentrations.

Completely expanded leaves (n = 20 each) 
were collected from healthy adult individuals 
of R. mangle and A. schaueriana for the 
histochemical analyses of Fe distribution in 
leaves and roots. Leaves were cut with a stainless-
steel blade carefully avoiding embolism of the 
conducting vessels. Roots were collected from 
juvenile individuals (35-40 cm height). The 
collected material was stored in plastic bags 
inside Styrofoam with ice and sent to the plant 
anatomy laboratory and preparation for analysis 
within 24 hours.

All samples were previously washed with 
distilled water to remove any particles deposited 
on the surface. Then the fresh plant material 
was cross sectioned by hand and separated into 
two parts for determinations of Fe2+ and Fe3+. The 
first part of the sectioned material was inserted 
in Perl reagent, solution composed of potassium 
ferrocyanide 1% (K3Fe(CN)6) and HCl 2% in the 
ratio 1:1  for determination of Fe3+. The other part 
of the sectioned tissues was immersed in Lillie’s 
reagent, composed of 400 mg of potassium 
ferrocyanide dissolved in 40 ml of 5% HCl 
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(Bancroft et al. 2008) for detection of Fe2+. After 
24 hours, the “cuts” were washed with distilled 
water and the photographs were analyzed with 
the aid of an optical microscope (LEICA DM400) 
coupled with an image capture system. The 
positive staining was verified by the Prussian 
blue color of the Perl reagent (ferric iron), or by 
the Turnbull blue of the Lillie’s reagent (ferrous 
iron).

For the extraction of iron plaques, the 
samples were weighed in an Erlenmeyer and 
stirred for 3 hours in a solution of Dithionite-
Citrate-Bicarbonate (DCB) (40 mL of 0.3 M 
sodium citrate (Na3C6H5O72H2O), plus 5 mL of 0.1 M 
sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) and 3 g of sodium 
dithionite (Na2S2O4) at 25° C (Taylor & Crowder 
1983). After extraction, the solution was filtered 
in a Millipore filtration kit (Merck) coupled to 
a suction pump, for root separation. Then, the 
roots were washed three times, using 15 ml of 
distilled water for each wash. The solutions 
generated from the washes were separated and 
diluted to the volume of 100 ml with Milli-Q® to 
the quantification of metals, immediately after 
extraction and using AAS. 

Root previously washed in DCB solution 
were dried in an oven at 37°C for 72 hours or until 
they were completely dry and homogenized with 
mortar and pistil for digestion. Total digestion 
of these samples used a 50% aqua-regia 
solution (HNO3, HCl and H2O; 1:3:1). The digestion 
was performed in a microwave oven digester 
(MARS XPRESS, CEM Corporation) at 200°C for 
30 minutes; after, 1 mL of H2O2 was added and 
the final extract transferred quantitatively with 
MilliQ® water to 100 mL in volumetric flasks. All 
glassware and materials used were previously 
washed in a neutral detergent bath followed 
by immersion for 24 hours in a Hg-free HCl 10% 
solution. Quantification was also performed 
by atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The 
use of this acid composition for the extraction 

of metals from plant tissues was previously 
used by Marchand et al. (2006), but in different 
concentrations. 

Certified reference standards, dried leaves 
of aquatic plant Lagarosiphon major (BCR 060), 
were simultaneously analyzed to determine the 
accuracy and recovery of the method. Mean 
recovery was 84 ± 7% for Fe and 94 ± 6% for 
Cu. Detection limits, calculated for sediment 
samples were 6.5 μg.g-1 for Fe and 0.2 μg.g-1 for 
Cu. The concentration values were not corrected 
for the relative recoveries obtained for the 
certified material.

Statistical analysis
Despite considering a single sampling point, 
data from each profile was analyzed separately, 
since both sediment and root profiles presented 
different distribution patterns. Since the 
data obtained did not meet the normality 
requirements verified by the Shapiro-Wilk test, 
for each profile collected, correlations used 
Spearman’s r. Comparisons between sediment 
and root metal concentrations used non-
parametric Wilcoxon test. The significance value 
was 95% (p < 0.05). Statistical tests and graphs 
used R Studio version 1.1.442 (RStudio Inc 2009-
2018) and Microsoft Office 2010 (©Microsoft 
Corporation 2010).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Root biomass, temperature, pH, Eh and iron in 
pore waters
Root biomass, temperature, pH, Eh, Fe2+ and 
Fe3+ in interstitial water are shown in Table I, 
relative to sediment core depth.  Range of root 
biomass (Figure 2) integrated for 10 cm layers 
and from the two cores, showed highest root 
biomass below the 30 cm layer downward to 
the core base and varied from 2.5 to 3.9 g per 
10 cm-layer, compared to the first 30 cm with 
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biomass varying from 1.6 to 2.3 g per 10 cm-
layer. Temperature did not vary with depth and 
the observed range of values is optimal to the 
proper physiological conditions of roots; pH was 
slightly acidic (5.78 – 5.98) at the more surface 
layers to 10 cm, and neutral at greater depths 
(6.86 – 7.19), whereas Eh characterizes sediments 
as mild to moderately reducing and together 
with the observed pH range favor the formation 
of iron plaques around mangrove roots (Xu & 
Yu 2013). While blocking of oxygen intrusion into 
the sediment strongly increases iron plaque 
formation directly influencing the translocation 
and regulation of metals and nutrients by 
plants, slightly acidic to circum-neutral pH do 
not provide excess H+ ions that could prevent 
the formation of iron plaques (Batty et al. 2000). 

There is a clear relationship between 
root biomass and Eh, maximum root biomass 
corresponds to less reducing Eh (10 to 30 cm), 
suggesting ROL from roots to affect redox 
conditions, as shown for other wetland sites 
(Lacerda et al. 1993, Marins et al. 1997, Otero et 
al. 2006, Tripathi et al. 2014). Mangrove porewater 
were enriched in Fe2+ and Fe3+, but concentrations 
vary significantly with depth. Both fractions 
show highest concentrations in the top 15 cm; 
Fe2+ reaches a maximum of 35 µM at 10 cm depth, 
whereas Fe3+ also peaked at 10 cm, but with 

much higher concentrations (330 µM). Below 30 
cm of depth Fe2+ nearly disappeared, suggesting 
upward migration as dissolved species, whereas 
Fe3+ concentrations are lower, but still significant 
even in the deepest layer. This significant 
decreases in Fe2+ concentrations may also be 
associated with higher sulfide contents in the 
pore water favoring iron precipitation as pyrite 
(Otero et al. 2006).

The presence of reducing conditions that 
facilitate the reactive dissolution of precipitate 
iron compounds and produce Fe2+ along with 
ROL are more important factors than the 
amount of Fe present in the environment. The 
establishment of plants induce changes in 
interstitial water chemistry, such as decreased 
sulfide concentrations and changes in redox 
potential, but the extent of these changes is 
different for each species, and differences 
can also be observed at the individual level 
(Otero et al. 2006, Inque et al. 2011, Tripathi 
et al. 2014). Notwithstanding, the range of Fe2+ 

concentrations found in mangrove porewaters 
from the Jaguaribe Estuary compares to those 
reported for other mangroves worldwide. 
Concentrations from four mangrove sites in 
Australia varied from a highest value in Moreton 
Bay (347 μM), to a lowest at Hinchinbrook (0.54 
μM) and intermediate at Darwin (17.4 μM) and 

Table I. Root biomass (integrated for 10 cm layers), temperature, pH, Eh, Fe2+ and Fe3+ in interstitial water in the 
studied mangrove fringe forest in the Jaguaribe River estuary, NE, Brazil.

Depth (cm) Root biomass (g) Temperature (°C) pH Eh (mV) Fe2+

(µM)
Fe3+

(µM)

0-2 - 31.1 5.78 -60 10 75

2-10 1.7-2.5 31.3 5.98 -133 35 330

10-20 1.6-1.8 31.7 6.86 -88 15 250

20-30 1.5-2.3 31.4 7.19 -89 <0.2 20

30-40 3.8-3.9 31.4 6.85 -76 5 120

40-50 2.6-2.5 31.1 7.08 -73 <0.2 45
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Seventeen Seventy (42.4 μM) (Holloway et al. 
2016). In southeastern Brazil, Kristensen et al. 
(2023) showed solid phase reactive iron (Fe+3) 
and Fe2+ also decreasing with sediment depth 
and with Fe2+ concentrations varying from ~0 
to 140 µM. Dissolved iron (Fe2+ and Fe3+), also 
determined by colorimetric procedure like in 
this present study, in porewaters from New 
Caledonian Avicennia and Rhizophora mangrove 
stands, showed maximum concentrations of 
both forms in the upper 20 cm, of up to 100 μM, 
and decreased with depth. In the upper oxic 
layers, however, there is an absence of Fe3+ and 
very low concentrations of Fe2+ that may indicate 
that iron oxide reduction did not occur in these 
upper sediment layers or that as soon as it is 
produced, Fe3+ precipitates as ferrihydrite and 
lepidocrocite (Deborde et al. 2015).

Grain size, organic carbon and metal concen-
trations in sediments
Grain size in both cores was predominantly of 
fine sands, with low fractions of gravel and of 
silt/clay grain sizes. Profile S1 and S2 showed 
fine sand content from 89 to 96% and silt/clay 
fraction from 1 to 8%. In the first 9 cm of depth, 
the percentage of fine material was always less 
than 1%, whereas below this depth the silt/clay 
fraction was higher and varied 3% to 13%. The 

low proportion of silt/clay sediments are typical 
of the Jaguaribe estuary where large transport 
of sands from adjacent dune fields reaches 
the local mangroves (Jimenez et al. 1999) but is 
lower than typical mangrove sediments reported 
elsewhere (Souza et al. 2016).

Total organic carbon (TOC) and aqua regia 
extracted Cu and Fe concentrations presented 
a similar distribution in the two cores. Average 
values relative to sediment depth are presented 
in Figure 3. Average TOC contents decreased 
steadily with depth from 3.1 % at the surface to 
1.3% at 25 cm depth, increasing to 2.1% in the 
deepest layers. The TOC distribution seems to 
reflect the distribution of root biomass, which 
also presented maximum values below 30 
cm of depth. The higher values at the surface 
of the sediment may reflect recent deposited 
abundant litter typical of mangroves. Aqua regia 
extracted Cu concentrations were relatively 
constant in both cores but with slightly 
decreasing concentrations with depth from 
19.8 µg.g-1 in the surface layers and reaching a 
minimum, at 12 cm, of 14.8 µg.g-1. From 30 cm 
of depth Cu to the core bottom concentrations 
increased again to similar values of those at the 
surface (~20 µg.g-1). These Cu concentrations, 
but not those of Fe, are much lower than those 

Figure 2. Root biomass distribution in sediment cores from fringe mangroves at the Jaguaribe River Estuary, NE, 
Brazil.
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observed in contaminated mangroves (Kumar & 
Ramanathan 2015, Machado et al. 2005). Average 
Fe concentrations were more variable, but also 
decreasing from high values at the surface 
(34,500 8 µg.g-1) to a minimum at 12 cm of depth 
(18,000 µg.g-1). Increasing again to the observed 
values in surface layers to about 30 cm and 
showing higher concentrations in the deepest 
layers (up to 31,000 µg.g-1). 

The near “S”- shaped curve observed for 
Cu and Fe seems to reflect redox conditions 
observed in porewaters, with less reducing 
conditions at the 10 cm surface layers increasing 
to a peak subtoxic conditions at around 10 cm 
(Eh = -133), to intermediate values to 30 cm 
and less reducing conditions below, covarying 
with root biomass increase. This shifting redox 
conditions due to more aerobic conditions at the 
surface and at the root zone of the sediments, to 
strong anaerobic conditions has been reported 
to control trace metal distribution in mangrove 
sediments, particularly chalcophile elements 
(Alongi et al. 2004, Otero et al. 2006, Pi et al. 2011, 
Nath et al. 2013).

Concentrations of Cu and Fe in roots, iron pla-
ques and leaves 
Concentrations Cu and Fe in roots and iron 
plaques sampled from cores were quite variable 
depending on soil depth in the two cores (Figure 
4). The concentrations of Cu associated with iron 
plaques in core 1 ranged from a minimum of 1.5 
± 0.5 μg.g-1 (at 50 - 60 cm), reaching a maximum 
of 81.7 μg.g-1 in the first 10 cm of the soil. Whereas 
in core 2, they ranged from 29.6 ± 0.04 μg.g-1 (at 
30 - 40 cm) to 161.1 μg.g-1 (at 15 - 25 cm). Copper 
concentrations in the residual root material, 
the proportion actually incorporated by roots, 
in core 1, ranged from a minimum of 19.4 ± 3.9 
μg.g-1 at a depth of 66 - 71 cm to a maximum of 
316 ± 39.5 μg.g-1 at a depth of 86 - 91 cm. Whereas 
in core 2, Cu concentrations in the residual root 
material ranged from 22.1 ± 14.1 μg.g-1 at a depth 
of 32 - 37 cm to a concentration of 295.0 μg.g-1 at 
a depth of 17 - 22 cm.

Iron plaques contribute to an average 
fraction of the total Cu content in roots varying 
from 25.8 % to 42.7 %, depending on core and 
sample depth. Minimum contribution occurred 
in less reducing Eh, whereas maximum 

Figure 3. Total organic carbon (TOC), and aqua regia 
extracted Cu and Fe concentrations relative to 
mangrove sediment depth from the Jaguaribe estuary, 
NE Brazil. Average of the two cores.
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contribution occurred in the more reducing 
conditions. 

The concentrations of Fe associated with 
iron plaques in core 1 ranged from a minimum 
of 606 ± 93 μg.g-1, at 76 - 81 cm, to a maximum of 
36.000 ± 190 μg.g-1, at 36 - 41 cm. Whereas in core 
2, Fe concentrations associated with plaques 
ranged from 2,084 µg.g-1 at 22 - 27 cm and 33,819 ± 
8,102 µg.g-1 at 7 - 12 cm. Iron concentrations in the 
residual root material, the proportion actually 
incorporated by roots, in core 1, varied from 2,100 
± 513 μg.g-1, at 11 - 16 cm depth, to 62,440 ± 2,870 
μg.g-1, at a depth of 51-56 cm. Whereas in core 2, 
Fe concentrations in the residual root material 
varied from 2,442 μg.g-1, at a depth of 22 - 27 cm 
to 40,323 ± 718 μg.g-1, at 42 - 47 cm depth. Iron 
plaques contribute to 35% to 40% of the total 
Fe content in the first 50 cm of the sediment, 
below this depth, the iron plaques contribute 
with about 10% to 20% of the total Fe content. 

Most iron, particularly below 50 cm of depth, is 
incorporated into the root tissues proper.

The average concentration of Cu in R. 
mangle leaves was 14 ± 1.1 μg.g-1, while of Fe it 
was 135.8 ± 10.5 μg.g-1. Leaves of A. schaueriana 
showed average concentrations of Cu (17 ± 1.5 
μg.g-1), similar to R. mangle leaves, while Fe 
concentrations were three times higher than 
those measured in R. mangle (346.5 ± 40.2 μg.g-

1). Concentrations of Cu are 10 times higher than 
those reported for these species in mangroves 
from southern Brazil, where soil redox potential 
are extremely negative (-316 to -327) (Madi et al. 
2015), suggesting that the less reducing conditions 
of the semiarid mangroves of the Jaguaribe 
estuary results in higher metals availability to 
plant uptake. Although mangroves accumulate 
metals from the sediments, low concentrations 
are generally found in the leaves of mangrove 
plants (MacFarlane et al. 2007). The ability to 
accumulate metals, the physiological responses 

Figure 4. Vertical distribution of Cu and Fe in roots and iron plaques from mangrove sediment cores at the 
Jaguaribe river Estuary, NE, Brazil.
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to them, and the ecological risks associated 
with these contaminants to mangroves have 
been studied by several authors, as well as their 
association with iron plates, radial oxygen loss, 
and tolerance to flooding (Chaudhuri et al. 2014, 
Cheng et al. 2015, Naidoo et al. 2014), as well as 
on the mangrove’s role in the transfer of metals 
to estuarine and coastal environments (Alongi 
et al. 2004, Arrivabene et al. 2015, 2016, Cheng et 
al. 2010, 2015, Liu et al. 2009, MacFarlane et al. 
2007).

Differences between metal concentrations 
between these two pantropical genera of 
mangroves have been reported in many regions. 
Alongi et al. (2004) evaluating concentrations 
of Fe and Cu in R. stylosa and A. marina on the 
west coast of Australia, found Fe contents in 
leaves of these species varying from 127 to 360 
μg.g-1 and 137 to 859 μg.g-1, respectively, whereas 
Cu concentrations varied from 3.4-4.1 μg.g-1 in 
leaves of R. stylosa and from 6.5 to 8.6 μg.g-1 in 
A. marina. Bernini et al. (2006) also found higher 
concentrations of Fe in leaves of A schaueriana 
than in R. mangle, in SE Brazil. These differences 
were associated with different physiological 
adaptations to high soil salinity, namely “salt 
exclusion” in Rhizophora and “salt translocation 
and excretion” in Avicennia (Machado et al. 2005). 
In addition, by comparing living and dead roots, 
Alongi et al. (2004) suggested that most of the Fe 
in the plant was associated with living fine roots, 
both in Rhizophora and in Avicennia. These 
results agree with our findings. Abou Seedo 
et al. (2017) studying metals concentrations 
in sediments and leaves of mangroves from 
different sites in Bahrain suggested that 
mangrove leaves respond to concentrations 
of bioavailable Cu in the environment. On the 
other hand, Chakraborty et al. (2015) concluded 
that Cu accumulation in mangrove roots did 
not gradually increase with increasing total Cu 
load and Cu association with organic phases in 

sediments. Since our results are from a single 
site along the estuary, there is no possibility 
of checking any response of mangrove plant 
metal contents to different metals loads to the 
environment. In the present work it was not 
possible to perform sequential extractions to 
evaluate the behavior of Cu in relation to the 
fractions bound to organic matter. However, 
no positive relationship was found between 
copper and biomass contents. Histochemical 
tests on living fine roots, that will be presented 
further however, may help understand the 
relationship between sediment and plant metal 
concentrations.

Histochemistry of Fe in roots and leaves of A. 
schaueriana
The root epidermis of A. schaueriana was the 
main site of Fe bioaccumulation, showing a 
positive reaction to the histochemical tests for 
both Fe2+ and Fe3+ .The accumulation of metals 
in mangroves occurs mainly in the root zone 
and together with the formation of iron plates 
results in a limited translocation of these metals 
to the aerial parts of the plant, such as the trunk, 
leaves and flowers (MacFarlane et al. 2000, 2003, 
Machado et al. 2005). 

In the thin roots of A. schaueriana where 
a small and weak coloration is observed 
(Figure 5a, b), indicating little presence of Fe2+ 

associated with the root epidermis. However, 
for Fe3+, the positive reaction was quite intense 
showing Prussian blue color positive around 
the entire epidermis of the root (Figure 5d, e). 
The stronger positive reaction indicates the 
presence of precipitated iron mainly around the 
root. This result indicates the functioning of the 
epidermis as the first barrier to Fe absorption by 
mangrove plants (Arrivabene et al. 2016, Cheng 
et al. 2015, 2020). Thicker roots presented the 
same pattern of Fe2+ and Fe3+ distribution. But a 
scattered presence of Fe2+ can also be observed 
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in the pith region (Figure 5c), whereas Fe3+ is 
exclusively present in the outermost layer of the 
suber (Figure 5d). 

Species of the genus Avicennia have 
complex root systems, with different types 
of roots (Purnobasuki & Suzuki 2005). The 
presence of aerial roots mainly, establishes the 
formation of paths between the atmosphere 
and the sediments that allows the exchange 
of gases (Lacerda et al. 1993, Marchand et al. 
2011). In Figure 5c-d it is possible to observe 
the development of aerenchyma, but there was 
no investigation as to the possible relationship 
between the development of aerenchyma 
and the presence of iron plates in the roots. 
Although Pi et al. (2011) suggested the existence 

of an association between the development 
of aerenchyma in mangrove plants submitted 
to the effects of effluents disposal and the 
increase of iron plaques formation due to a 
greater of radial oxygen loss, our results showed 
iron mainly on epidermis and outermost layer 
of the suber. The epidermis is considered the 
main compartment of Fe bioaccumulation in 
roots and possibly the most significant barrier 
to metals absorption by plants (Arrivabene et al. 
2016). Metal accumulation may also occur in the 
endoderm of roots with an apoplastic barrier to 
metal uptake provided by the Caspary’s striae (Di 
Toppi et al. 2012). In our plant samples however, 
it was not possible to observe Fe accumulation, 
both Fe(II) and Fe(III), in the Casparian strip 
or phellogen neither for this species, only in 
the epidermis corroborating the results from 
Arrivabene et al. (2016).

In the cross-sections of A. schaueriana 
leaves there is no accumulation of the Fe3+on 
the mesophyll (Figure 6a, b), but it was positive 
in the epidermal salt glands (Figure 6c). The 
presence of Fe3+ in the leaves, however, was 
practically nonexistent in the analyzed sections 
under the chemical treatment used to detect 
this chemical form. In a different way, cross-
sections of A. schaueriana leaves showed 
Fe2+ accumulation in a salt gland, the midrib 
(Figure 6c), and a strong positive reaction in the 
hypodermis (Figure 6a), and in the spongy and 
palisade parenchyma (Figure 6d). This result 
agrees with the analytical quantification of total 
Fe in leaves of A. schaueriana.

The excretion capacity of toxic solutes is a 
characteristic mechanism of detoxification of 
Avicennia that have salt secretory glands on 
the surface of their leaves accumulating metals 
within these structures that is favored by the 
ability to transport a large amount of salt within 
the xylem (Tomlinson 1986, Sruthi et al. 2016, 
Scholander 1968). Figure 6d shows the presence 

Figure 5. Iron histochemistry in cross-sections of A. 
schaueriana roots. a-c: Fe2+ (Fe II) Lillie’s reagent. a-b: 
thin roots and C thick roots. d-f: and Fe3+ (Fe III) Perl 
reagent test. d-e: thin roots and f: thick roots. Blue 
coloration indicates positive reaction to the test.
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of Fe2+ within the secreting glands. Previous 
studies showed the highest concentrations of 
Fe in leaves of species that contain salt glands, 
compared to species that do not have these 
structures, such as R. mangle (Bernini et al. 2006, 
Cuzzuol & Fields 2001, Souza et al. 2014, 2015), 
but most did not show the actual presence of 
metals in the salt excreting glands proper. 

There were positive reactions to Fe3+ in the 
outermost layer of the suber of pneumatophores 
(Figure 6f ), indicating that the periderm of 
pneumatophores is an effective barrier to both 
dissolved and particulate Fe. 

According to Lewis et al. (2011), both thin 
roots and pneumatophores have been observed 
to present greater absorption of metals, 
when compared to leaf tissues, and can be 

used together with the roots for monitoring 
purposes. The analytical quantification of Fe 
and Cu in pneumatophores was not performed 
in the present study. However, Nath et al. (2013) 
comparing concentrations of metals in leaves 
and pneumatophores of A. marina, found that 
the absorption and accumulation of Fe, Ni and 
Mn occurs mainly in pneumatophores, while 
for other metals (Cu, Pb and Zn) accumulation 
occurs more strongly in the leaves. On the 
other hand, Souza et al. (2015) suggested that A. 
schaueriana seems to enhance the translocation 
of metals, including Cu and Fe, to diminish their 
concentrations of in roots. The Fe-secretion 
through salt gland observed in A. schaueriana 
leaves is one pathway to excretion and diminish 

Figure 6. Iron histochemistry 
in cross-sections of 
leaves of A. schaueriana. 
a-e. a-b negative Perl 
reagent for Fe3+. c-e: Lillie’s 
reagent test showing 
accumulation of Fe2+ in 
the midrib (6c), mesophyll 
of leaves (6d) and in the 
salt glands on epidermis 
(6e). Cross-sections of 
pneumatophores. f: Fe3+in 
the outer layer of suber (6f). 
Blue coloration indicates 
positive reaction to the test 
(arrows).
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the high concentration of the Fe inside the body 
of plants.

The quantification of Fe in the leaves may 
have been efficient due to the amount of Fe 
present in the tissues, however, it is necessary 
to analyze a larger number of individuals to 
obtain more robust data on the behavior of each 
species in relation to the presence of metals. It 
would also be interesting to better evaluate the 
behavior of pneumatophores in relation to the 
geochemistry of metals at the site.

Histochemistry of Fe in roots and leaves of R. 
mangle
The roots of R. mangle showed positive 
reactions of little intensity or no reaction to the 

chemical treatment, especially for Fe2+ (Figure 
7a-d). In the images of Figure 7b, it is possible 
to notice the thick exoderm of the root even in 
thin roots, which is a characteristic of species of 
Rhizophora (Cheng et al. 2015). 

The combination of thickened exodermis 
and extensive and well-developed aerenchyma 
can make the species of this genus able to 
guarantee the necessary oxygen supply to the 
submerged roots, simultaneously creating an 
aerobic rhizosphere which favors Fe fixation 
in sediments. Also, the efficient mechanism of 
salt exclusion present in this species strongly 
restricts the entry of metals such as Fe, Zn and 
Cu and consequently decreases concentrations 

Figure 7. Iron histochemistry 
in cross-sections od roots 
of R. mangle a-h. a-b:Lillie’s 
reagent test for Fe2+ (Fe II) in 
thin roots. c-d: Fe2+ in thin and 
thick roots (strand no significant 
accumulation). E-H Perl reagent 
for Fe3+ (Fe III). e-f: positive 
reaction on epidermis cells of 
the thin roots. g-h: Fe3+positive 
reaction thickened roots in 
external periclinal cell walls of 
the outermost layer of suber. 
Blue coloration indicates positive 
reaction to the test (arrows).
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of metals in their leaf tissues (Bernini et al. 2006). 
These characteristics have suggested R. mangle 
in studies of phytoremediation of coastal areas 
contaminated by metals (Colmer et al. 2003, Pi 
et al. 2011). 

The detection of Fe3+ in other sections 
of the same roots was predominantly in the 
epidermis. Few point reactions were observed 
inside the other root tissues. Figure 7e presents 
an overview of a cross-section of the root, and a 
second cross-section with greater magnification 
of the image, detailing the positive reaction to 
the test in the outer periclinal cell walls of the 
epidermis (Figure 7f-h). 

Leaves of R. mangle presented intense 
positive reactions to Fe2+ (Figure 8a-c), but little 
or no positive reaction to the presence of Fe3+ 
inside the cells (Figure 8d-e). This iron species is 
practically present throughout all leaf tissues, in 
the vicinity of both the adaxial and abaxial faces 
of the leaves and inside the conducting vessels.

Figure 8a shows the presence of Fe2+ the 
midrib leaf included in xylem and phloem. 
The presence of dissolved Fe in these cells is 
further proof of the translocation capacity of 
this metal between tissues. The release of iron 
in the xylem vessels necessitates the efflux of Fe 
from symplastic to apoplastic transport. Iron is 
usually present forming Fe3+-citrate complexes 

Figure 8. Fe2+ (FE II) and Fe3+ 

(FE III) histochemistry in 
cross-sections of leaves 
R. mangle. a-e. a-c: Lillie’s 
reagent test showing 
accumulation of Fe2+ leaves 
of Rhizophora mangle. 
d-e: Perl reagent for Fe3+ in 
midrib and mesophyll leaves 
respectively.
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in the xylem. However, the mechanism involved 
in iron absorption in xylem vessels and leaf 
tissues is still unclear (Kim & Guerinot 2007). 
Notwithstanding the presence of Fe in almost 
all leaf tissues, the bulk concentrations of Fe 
in leaves of Rhizophora were significantly lower 
than in leaves of Avicennia.  

Figure 8b shows the Fe2+ also in the cross-
section of Rhizophora leaves, focusing on the 
mesophyll area, where positive stains are also 
observed, indicating the presence of dissolved 
Fe in epidermis, hypodermis and the spongy 
parenchyma cells. Basically, Fe2+ was present 
in all leaf tissues in this species. However, no 
precipitation of iron was observed inside the 
leaves. (Figures 8c-d). 

Previous studies (Cheng et al. 2010, 2015, 
2020, Li et al. 2016, Arrivabene et al. 2016) have 
demonstrated the potential for decreased 
translocation of some metals from the roots to 
the aerial parts of plants due to the presence of 
iron plaques. However, in the present study it 
was observed that even in the presence of thick 
iron plaques, median concentrations of Fe2+ were 
translocated to the leaves of both species. The 
presence of precipitated Fe3+ in the epidermis of 
the roots from both Avicennia and Rhizophora, 
comprises another demonstration that in the 
Jaguaribe mangrove there is the formation of 
iron plaques, requiring more detailed studies 
considering other variables also important for 
their formation and functioning. In this study, 
histochemical tests indicated the presence of 
iron within the leaf structures, corroborating the 
analytical quantification of Fe levels mentioned 
above. The presence of iron, confirmed by the 
two analyses, demonstrates that the Jaguaribe 
mangrove, like other mangroves worldwide, 
absorbs metals from the sediments and at least 
part of the absorbed content is transported 
between the different tissues until reaching the 
leaves.

CONCLUSION
The results obtained in the present study on 
iron and copper distribution in these semiarid 
mangrove sediments and plants support earlier 
studies, obtained in humid mangroves, on the 
role of iron plaques in controlling metal uptake 
by mangrove trees. However, the actual impact 
of iron plaques in mediating metal uptake is, 
for the first time, simultaneously confirmed by a 
detailed microscopic analysis of Fe distribution 
in roots and leaf tissues. The results demonstrate 
that the iron plaques present in the mangrove 
roots act as a sink for Fe and possibly also for 
Cu, as verified by their preferential distribution 
in the external areas of the roots, particularly 
in the precipitated and less labile form, and 
contribute to a significant fraction of these 
metals contents in mangrove sediments. 

On the other hand, the very low 
concentrations, below the detection limit, of 
Cu in interstitial waters and the absence of 
histochemical data for this element, prevent 
a more in-depth discussion of the role of iron 
plaques in the plant-soil dynamics of Cu and its 
distribution in plant tissues.

The histochemical analysis of Fe performed 
on the roots and leaves of both species, 
however, proved to be an effective methodology 
in the identification of the presence of Fe in 
plant tissues, and can be used in future studies. 
This analysis confirms the difference verified 
in Fe translocation comparing salt secreting 
species (A. schaueriana) with filtering species 
(R. mangle). Our results also showed, for the 
first time, the actual presence of metals in the 
salt excreting glands of A. schaueriana proper.

The sampling did not allow more robust 
conclusions about the behavior of iron plaques 
in relation to the biogeochemistry of metals 
of the Jaguaribe mangrove as a whole, making 
it necessary to develop more comprehensive 
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studies in relation to spatiality, and particularly 
in conducting future studies considering the 
role of seasonality in the formation and/or 
functioning of iron plaques.
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